Semiquantal analysis of hydrogen bond.
The semiquantal time-dependent Hartree (SQTDH) theory is applied to the coupled Morse and modified Lippincott-Schroeder (LS) model potentials of hydrogen bond. The structural correlation between the heavy atoms distance and the proton position, the geometric isotope effect, the energy of hydrogen bond formation, and the proton vibrational frequency shift are examined in a broad range of structural parameters. In particular, the geometric isotope effect is found to depend notably on the choice of the potential model, for which the LS potential gives the isotope shift of the heavy atoms distance in the range of 0.02-0.04 A, in quantitative agreement with the experimental findings from assortment of hydrogen bonding crystals. The fourth-order expansion approximation to the semiquantal extended potential was confirmed to be highly accurate in reproducing the full SQTDH results. The approximation is computationally efficient and flexible enough to be applied to general models of hydrogen bond.